
Reach out to our Flier Relations Department 24/7
DON’T BE SHY

For more information, assistance booking a flight, or to amend an 
existing reservation, please contact BLADE Flier Relations at 
+33 9 78 46 00 09. Alternatively, you can get in touch by emailing 
reservations.eu@blade.com.
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Download the BLADE App.

Panoramic Helicopter Flights from Monaco
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EXPERIENCE THE FRENCH RIVIERA LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Take a seat in one of our helicopters for the tour of your choice and take-o� 
for a unique moment over majestic scenery and landmarks stretching from 
the charming village of Menton to the glamourous Cannes.

FLIGHT DETAILS
Our panoramic flights are suitable for children and adults. Our helicopters are 
equipped with air-conditioning, heating and headsets are available on board 
to communicate your emotions. You will fly on board an H125 (5 seats) or an 
H130 (6 seats) depending on availability.

PRICING

Pricing valid thru December 31

10 €95 per seat or €540 private

Minutes

Monaco

Cap Ferrat 20

45Cannes

Rate

€175 per seat or €995 private

€370 per seat or €2135 private
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MONACO AND SURROUNDING LANDMARKS - 10MIN

Experience the beauty of Monaco and its surroundings on a 
helicopter tour. Take o� from the Monaco heliport and fly 
over picturesque areas such as Cap Martin and Menton.

THE FRENCH WATERFRONT - 20MIN

See the best of Monaco and its coast on a 20-minute helicop-
ter tour. Experience Monaco's cityscape and fly over the 
coastline of Cap Martin, Menton, and coastal towns like Ville-
franche sur Mer, Cap Ferrat, St-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, Beaulieu

ULTIMATE FRENCH RIVIERA DISCOVERY - 45MIN

Discover the French Riviera on a helicopter tour from Monaco 
to Cannes. See the waterfront villages of Eze sur Mer, Beau-
lieu sur Mer, and St-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, fly over Nice and its 
promenade, luxury villas in Cap d'Antibes, the Bay of Cannes 

View the elevated villages of Castellar, St. Agnes, Gorbio, Roquebrune and La Turbie before 
returning to the heliport. Your pilot will guide you through the region's highlights, o�ering a 
unique perspective and creating lasting memories.

sur Mer and Eze sur Mer. Also, fly over the elevated villages of Castellar, St. Agnes, Gorbio, 
Roquebrune village and La Turbie before returning to the Monaco heliport.

and Lérins Islands. Explore the medieval villages of St-Paul-de-Vence and Eze Village before 
returning to Monaco. This tour o�ers the ultimate way to experience the French Riviera.

Panoramic Helicopter Flights from Monaco
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SAINT-TROPEZ

Panoramic Helicopter Flights from Cannes
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IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA IN A UNIQUE WAY
Experience the beauty of the French Riviera from Cannes like never before with our helicopter 
tour. Admire the breathtaking panoramas, unique colors and discover the iconic palaces and 
picturesque villages.
From Saint Tropez to Monaco, the red rock in the Estérel region to the prestigious Croisette in 
Cannes, you'll be able to take in the sights from the most exclusive of vantage points. 

Our panoramic flights are suitable for children and adults. Our helicopters are equipped with 
air-conditioning, heating, and headsets are available on board to communicate your emotions. 
You will fly on board an H125 (5 seats) or an H130 (6 seats) depending on availability.

FLIGHT DETAILS

Reach out to our Flier Relations Department 24/7
DON’T BE SHY

For more information, assistance booking a flight, or to amend an 
existing reservation, please contact BLADE Flier Relations at 
+33 9 78 46 00 09. Alternatively, you can get in touch by emailing 
reservations.eu@blade.com.
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12 €125 per seat or €700 private

Minutes

Cannes

L’Estérel 25

45

45

60

Monaco

Saint-Tropez

Verdon

Rate

€225 per seat or €1295 private

€385 per seat or €2200 private

€385 per seat or €2200 private

€500 per seat or €2890 private

PRICING

Pricing valid thru December 31
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SAINT-TROPEZ
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Panoramic Helicopter Flights from Cannes

CANNES - LA CROISETTE - 12MIN

Experience the glamour of Cannes from the sky on a heli-
copter tour above the Croisette, famous for its Film Festival, 
Five Star hotels, sandy beaches, marinas, and shaded 

L’ESTEREL - 25MIN

Discover the natural beauty of the Esterel region, from the 
skies on our helicopter tour. Fly above the red rocks, coastal 
towns, the lake of Saint-Cassien and the hilltop villages above 
Cannes. Take o� for a unique moment over the Esterel

MONACO - 45MIN

Admire the Islands of Lérins, the Croisette, the Cape of An-
tibes, and its legendary hotel Cap-Eden-Roc from above. Fly 
over the famous three corniches routes that dive into the 
Mediterranean Sea. Monaco never disappoints, with its

gardens. Admire the bay of Juan-les-Pins, the Cap d’Antibes, the Islands of Lerins and the 
historical center of Cannes – Le Suquet. Take a seat in one of our helicopters for a unique 
and exclusive experience over the iconic landmarks and scenery of Cannes.

 region's majestic scenery and landscapes.

extraordinary views, famous Rock of Monaco, skyscrapers and monuments. The return jour-
ney over rolling green hills completes this unforgettable tour.



SAINT-TROPEZ
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Panoramic Helicopter Flights from Cannes

SAINT-TROPEZ - 45MIN

Explore the famous destination of Saint Tropez from the 
skies on our helicopter tour. See the unique combination of 
tradition and modernity in the city, where gurgling creeks

GORGES DU VERDON - 60MIN

Prepare for an unforgettable experience with a unique and 
stunning panorama on our helicopter tour. Feel the thrill of 
flying over the largest of the European Canyons, the lakes 

rub shoulders with party beaches in Pampelonne. Cross over the Corniche d'Or and its 
jaw-dropping views, the earthy colors of the Esterel. Fly over seaside resorts to arrive at Port 
Grimaud, the Venice of Provence. Take a seat in one of our helicopters and take o� for a 
unique moment over the iconic landmarks and scenery of the French Riviera, including Saint 
Tropez and Port Grimaud. Live an unforgettable experience and enjoy the most beautiful 

emerald hues, Castellane, the Verdon river, the birthplace of the canyon, and the incredible 
views of the Saint Croix Lake. On the way back, admire the picture-perfect provincial villag-
es, the Esterel, Cannes, and the Croisette. Take a seat in one of our helicopters and take o� 
for a one-of-a-kind tour, showcasing the beauty and diversity of the French Riviera.


